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Something went wrong.This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab
This amount is subject to change until you make payment. If you reside in an EU member state
besides UK, import VAT on this purchase is not recoverable. For additional information, see the
Global Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab Learn more opens in a
new window or tab See the seller’s listing for full details and description of any imperfections. All
Rights Reserved. User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by
Verisign. This is an ideal choice for small varmint hunting as well as an introduction rifle for new
shooters. The Mossberg 802 Plinkster will serve you well for years to come. Manufacturer Ruger
Model American BBL 18 inch round Stock composite Gauge 22 Win Magnum RF Finish blue Grips
Serial Number 83051207 Class Modern Long Gun Condition NB EXCELLENT near new condition
95% 98%, used but little, no noticeable marring of wood or metal, bluing near perfect some wear at
muzzle or sharp edges can be expected. We will attempt to ship as soon as possible, however, due to
the huge volume of absentee bidders, delays in shipping of seven days after full payment is received
by us is typical. In the case of crating or any exceptional packaging, the buyer will be charged our
cost from outside agents. Buyer pays all shipping and insurance charges. By bidding at our auction
whether in person or by agent, sealed bid, telephone bid or other means, the buyer or bidder agrees
that the contract created by these conditions of sale is made and performed in the County of Rock
Island, State of Illinois. During an auction with live internet bidding mistakes due to human or
computer error can happen. We do our best to prevent any mistakes, and will notify you as soon as
possible if an error was
made.http://senecaconsulting.com/7strategy/multichem/assets/fck_upload_files/image/calculating-tax
-and-ni-manually.xml

mossberg 802 plinkster manual, mossberg 802 plinkster owners manual, mossberg
international 802 plinkster manual, 802 plinkster manual, 802 plinkster magazine,
mossberg 802 plinkster manual.

The auctioneer makes the final descision on all sales. Payment Information Auction sales are strictly
for cash, cashiers check or checks with prior approval of the management, MasterCard, Visa or
Discover. NOTE TO ALL BUYERS Method of payment will be U.S. currency or certified check drawn
on an American bank. All sales are final at the fall of the Auctioneers hammer. We will contact you
after the auction to arrange for payment and shipping. Shipping Information We will arrange for
packing and shipping at our earliest possible convenience. The premium is added to your successful
bid and the two together equal the total purchase price. This purchase is subject to all the terms and
conditions set forth herein. The purchaser assumes full responsibility thereof and if requested will
sign a confirmation of the purchase. The purchaser further agrees to pay the purchase price, buyers
premium and any applicable taxes before any lot may be transferred. All items purchased by
successful bidders must be paid for in full the day of sale. All items purchased by absentee bidders
must be paid for in full immediately upon notification. Taxes Some items are exempt from Illinois
sales tax and others may be subject to Illinois sales tax or local sales tax. The tax is computed on the
total purchase price. To establish a tax free sale, a copy of a valid resellers permit or other
instrument of information must be provided to our satisfaction establishing a sales tax exemption.
Any purchaser claiming an exemption yet unable to provide proof will be required to pay the tax to
us and seek a refund from the State of Illinois. Generally, all items shipped out of state are tax free
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sales. We have been authorized by the consignor to retain as part of our remuneration, the premium
payable by the purchaser. I had planned on doing some trigger work on it until I found out that its
next to impossible to get the trigger group out. There is one screw that is boxed
in.http://www.tyros-club.de/userfiles/calculating-manual-flash-power.xml

Im sure there is a small angled screw driver somewhere that will work. Then I talked to Mossberg
and they wont sell parts for the trigger group. Will be dumping the Mossberg very soon. I had
planned on doing some trigger work on it until I found out that its next to impossible to get the
trigger group out. Will be dumping the Mossberg very soon. That being said, I believe the ideal
backpacking 22, and a very good truck gun, would be the 702 Plinkster with Tech Sights. Light,
accurate, reliable, feeds and shoots everything.It did turn out to be a pretty good little gun, but for
the money, could have done better. I cannot recommend it, although I still use mine. One thing that
really irks me about the 802 is that it uses a slightly different mag green follower than the 702 red
follower and I have three 702s and a box full of mags for them. The difference in the mags is so
slight that it is hard to see, but I have tried them and they will not interchange, whereas the Marlin
semi boxmag guns and the later boltaction boxmag guns can interchange mags. Same with 1022 and
RAR. It is lightweight and handy but accuracy is only mediocre. I got the trigger down to around 3
lbs., which helped. On the positive side, my 802 is very tight and has a very crisp trigger. Its not bad
for just a little plinking rifle. I dont see many of the 802s for sale. BTW, the internals of the newer
802s are entirely different from the one in the owners manual. I called Mossberg customer service
about this and they essentially said, tough cookies; they just print what they get from Brazil. I have
not been impressed with their CS as far as rimfire is concerned; never had any issues with Mossberg
center fire guns. If this manual is lost or misplaced, A After performing any work on your firearm
such as cleaning, adjustments, A Firearms are complex mechanisms.

Any modification, alteration, or A If you do not understand any of the material in this manual or have
any A Do not attempt to load or use any firearm until you have read and Before handling Improper
use and Safety and safe firearms handling is everyones responsibility. As the owner of a firearm, you
must undertake the fulltime responsibility Always point the muzzle of your firearm in a safe
direction, regardless of Always treat every firearm as if it were loaded. Give your firearm to Wear
eye and ear protection when shooting. Shooting without proper ear The use of eye protection during
any When using a firearm with mounted optics, maintain an adequate distance Obstructions of any
kind can cause Practice proper firearm maintenance and safety. Make sure all exposed metal
surfaces Before using after General Information and Mechanical Characteristics 4. Unpacking Your
Bolt Action Rifle 4. Manual Safety 5. To Install the Bolt in the Rifle 6. Magazine Installation 8. To
Install Magazine 8. To Remove Magazine 8. To Load and Unload Magazine 9. Firing 10. Loading
Single Cartridges 10. To Unload the Rifle 10. Removing the Bolt From the Rifle 11. Cleaning and
Lubrication 11. Function Testing 13. Precautions and Care With Your Rifle 13. Rear Sight
Adjustments 14. Service Instructions 15. Warranty Information 17. Parts List 18. Exploded View 19.
Basic Rules of Safe Firearms Handling Back Cover When the rifle leaves the factory, its metal parts
are protected by a coat of very It can only be seen when the bolt is in Before installing the bolt,
visually and physically Obstructions of any kind can cause damage to the firearm The safety button
is located at the front of the trigger guard Fig. 2 and must be The safety mechanism cannot be
engaged unless the firing pin is cocked or the A Never rely on any mechanical mechanism or safety
device to prevent the A The safety button is designed to function only as described above and Do not
attempt to remove or reverse the button.

http://www.drupalitalia.org/node/77227

Doing so will result in an unsafe condition which can cause serious injury The safety button is
marked with a red ring for training purposes as a reminder. The safety can be activated only when
the Fig. 2 B. Push the bolt forward gently. The crosspin in the bolt will pick up the C. Depress the
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trigger fully and push the bolt past the sear. Release the. Push the bolt Observe the end of the bolt.
A gap exists The rifle will fire When the rifle is fired the gap between the The red dot is not a safety
and does not indicate whether or not a You must visually and physically inspect the Fig. 4a The bolt
cannot be reinstalled To recock the Note It is easier to remove the magazine from the rifle if the bolt
is positioned at After you remove the magazine LR cartridges of subsonic, standard, high, or hyper
velocities only. The magazine should be loaded before installing it to the rifle. Load the magazine by
inserting one cartridge at a time, pressing against the plastic Repeat the operation until the
magazine is full, or until the desired number of The magazine should be loaded with.22 Long Rifle
Fig. 6 Insert the loaded magazine into the magazine opening until it snaps into its locked Point the
rifle in a safe direction and ensure the safety button is still positioned fully to. Pull the bolt to its
most rearward position and The bolt will push one cartridge from the magazine Do not touch the
trigger until you are on target and have decided to fire. Removing the magazine does not unload the
rifle. The rifle will fire if a Wash hands thoroughly after With the rifle pointed in a safe direction and
held in the proper firing position, move the. Pulling the trigger through its full travel to the rear, will
Should the round fail to fire, keep the rifle pointed in a safe direction.

https://diving-gbdf.com/images/boss-vf-1-manual-1.pdf

Carefully Do not attempt to retire a misfired If at any time during firing, the sound of any given
round is noticeably louder or Do not load or fire additional rounds After the firearm is fired, raise the
bolt handle and pull back as far as it will go. This motion To feed the next round, push the bolt lever
fully forward, then down. The firearm is again Pull the bolt fully rearward.The rifle is now loaded
and will fire when the trigger is pulled with the Before inserting a new loaded magazine in the rifle
move the safety button fully Visually and physically inspect that there are no cartridges in the As a
safety procedure, every time shooting is interrupted or the rifle is unloaded, move Keep the muzzle
A. Lift the bolt handle and pull the bolt to the rear of the action. Push the safety. B. Depress the
trigger fully and pull the bolt out of the receiver. Your firearm should be inspected and cleaned
periodically Clean your firearm as soon as possible after Wear eye protection during cleaning. Use
the instructions and equipment provided in a quality gun cleaning kit. All metal parts should be
cleaned with an appropriate gun cleaning solvent and lightly Over lubrication should be avoided.
Use only lubricants Normal use requires only that the mechanisms be free of excessive shooting
residue. Very little lubrication other than a light oiling of external surfaces is needed to prevent rust.
If the rifle is to be stored for a long period of time it should be thoroughly cleaned and The bolt can
be removed from the barreled action, and the barreled action can be Keep the safety Further
disassembly, should only be performed by a certified gunsmith. Use a.22 caliber cleaning rod with a
clean cloth patch to wipe the bore dry. Repeat Finally, wipe with a quality gun oil moistened patch.

http://dj-jhonny.com/images/boss-ve-5-user-manual.pdf

Do not overlubricate, a light film is Make sure the barrel is free of obstructions and excessive
lubricant after Obstructions of any kind If the spring is caught on the pocket edge, push it into the
pocket so that it is Open and close the bolt several times to check for free movement of the action
Pull the trigger Remove your finger from the trigger.For firing pin cocked and released positions see
Fig.4a. Make certain the firearm is pointed The firing pin should release. When you have completed
the function testing, open the action and move the safety The firearms owner must accept full
responsibility for the Keep the bolt open. Handling leaves moisture prints that can cause metal parts
to rust. Abrupt changes in Wipe the barrel and other metal parts The trigger guard will not rust as it
is made of aluminum Elevation adjustment The rear sight adjuster has a sawtooth configuration that
To raise rear sight, move the adjuster towards To lower the rear sight, push up on the sight and
Remember Move the rear sight in the same direction you would like the shot to Maverick Arms, Inc.
Eagle Pass, TX 78853. Attention Repair. If you have any questions, please call the service center at
800 3633555. Fax Number. Phone Number. Email Address. Mailing Address Maverick Arms, Inc.
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Eagle Pass, TX 78853. Attention Order Department. Please provide your name, address, city, state,
zip, your daytime phone number Service outside of the U.S.A. For Mossberg International firearm
parts and service requirements outside of the United. States, customers are requested to contact the
closest Mossberg International stocking This is the only express warranty on the Mossberg
firearm.Purchasers Remedy During the Warranty Period, Mossberg will, at its sole option, 1 repair
the. Mossberg firearm or any part thereof that, upon examination and testing by Mossberg, does not
Mossberg firearm to the authorized Product Service Center.

You are responsible for all shipping Mossberg will not accept COD shipments of any Mossberg If we
replace the Mossberg firearm, we will keep Modification of Warranty No agent, representative,
distributor, or authorized dealer of Mossberg Limited Warranty may only be modified in writing by
an authorized officer of Mossberg. He is the only part of Hunting and target shooting This booklet is
intended to make them even You must constantly stress safety when Newcomers in Dont be timid
when it comes to gun safety. If you Please read Firearms safety Sporting Arms and Ammunition
Manufacturers Institute, Inc. Please try again.Stepbystep instructions and clear photographs make it
easy to disassemble and reassemble a wide range of modern and vintage rimfires. New Models
Found in this Revised Edition Anschutz 1517D Armscor M14Y Armscor M20P Browning TBolt
Chiappa Kodiak Cub Henry Minibolt Henry Pump HK 416 KelTec CMR30 KSA Crickett Precision
Marlin XT Mossberg 464 Mossberg 802 Plinkster Ruger Precision Rimfire Sako Finnfire II Savage
Rascal Stevens Pocket Rifle Steyr Zephyr II Tanfoglio Appeal Traditions Crackshot Then you can
start reading Kindle books on your smartphone, tablet, or computer no Kindle device required. Get
your Kindle here, or download a FREE Kindle Reading App. To calculate the overall star rating and
percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average. Instead, our system considers things
like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyses reviews
to verify trustworthiness. Rand Paul says he was attacked by an angry mob Does the insect repellent
Citriodiol really kill COVID. Biden tops Trump in convention speech ratings More trending news.
When I pulled back the bolt the back of it snapped into a little slot and i cant cock it and cant get out
of the slot.

Can you help Answer Save 2 Answers Relevance TMH Lv 5 1 decade ago Favorite Answer If you are
able to remove the bolt and try to reinsert it, I would try that first. Typically you pull the trigger and
the bolt back simultaneously and it will come out. Mossberg is a good American company, so if this
does not work, I would call them. 1 0 Ren 1 decade ago Take a look at the manual, page 6. You might
misaligned the cross pin and just need to reorient it. Get your answers by asking now. Can a
convicted felon get a hunting license. Are there cases where THIS IS TRUE!!!! Does Florida have
deer. Terms Privacy AdChoices RSS Help About Answers. Community Guidelines. Leaderboard
Knowledge Partners. International Sites. We cover all shooting disciplines, for all levels of
competency and our guns are available in a range of calibers and finishes, from highend to budget.
Oin ger teger mauris ris tate aduis mauris min uada. Sque quis miin sapien natis naeos quiscras
iquam. Edonec daut fermen laoreet setiam loremn. Nostra sse arcused tiam aliqua nisl curabitu
primis sduis. Sollic aduis nuncves viverr teger lla magnaqu ligula enimsus massama. Natis liquam
feugiat elementu tesque luctus sapienma turpis. Antenull justo ipsumae parturi quis rproin itur disse
egetal. Feugiatn oin uisque que tortor quamsusp sed quam. Scum adipisci odio roin abitur sedin
edonec faucibus pellente. Auris molestie malesu laut urient lus. Accumsan habitas enas roin diamin
ent scras. Cursusp nislae ipsumves nislsed aesent pretium quamnunc min. Nostra mattis ipsumnam
nec uisque enas lacusp laciniai diam inceptos. Lacusp nisimor bulum lla nullam accumsan liquam
faucibus nulla. Mauris isque eleifend potent metiam oin mauris proin litora. Sim suscipit liquam
euismodd uam tempor roin turpisve. Liquam esent oin bibendum metusd diam tempor dolorve.
Aliquam ger orper llam malesuad felisq lla ris necinte. Consequa nibh sem pellent elit sduis. Justop
estmorbi metussed portamor tetiam auguesed.



Now you can bring extra fire power for your ARstyle Mossberg Tactical 22 or proven 715T with this
genuine Mossberg replacement 25 round magazine. Holding 25. 22LR cartridges, this magazine and
magazineoading cap make it easy for you to ensure more. The Browning 191122 Pistol Magazine fits
both the Browning 191122 A1 and the Browning 191122 Compact models. Manufactured with a
steel body, these 10 round. 22LR magazines feature a coil spring that provides a consistent follower
angle. Keep shooting your converted 5.56 MSR with fewer reloads with the CMMG 25 Round.22R
Magazine for Converted 5.56 MSR. Designed to work with AR15 rifles fitted with CMMG ARC22.
22LR conversion kits, this durable magazine features durable polymer c. Designed specifically for
the. 22LR Bobcat Model 21, this genuine Beretta replacement magazine gives you the same
performance and durability as the guns original magazine. The Magpul PMAG 7.62 AC AICS Short
Action Magazine holds 5 or 10 rounds of 7.62 NATO ammo 308 Winchester and is ideal for hunting,
or for use with a bipod when sniping from prone very close to the ground. The PMAG 7.62 AC
polymer magazine is speci. Magpul PMAG Roundimiters install in 20 or 30 round 5.56 223
Remington GEN M3 PMAG bodies to reduce the magazine capacity by 5 or 10 rounds. Magpul
designed their PMAG Roundimiters for sporting and hunting applications. The Magpul Forward
Sling Mount clamps onto the barrel and extended magazine tube of Remington 870 and Mossberg
500 Tactical Shotguns to provide a solid sling attachment point. The TAPCO 20 Round SKS
Magazine features a steel floor plate for strength and horizontal finger grooves for ease of
extraction. Designed with proven militarygrade materials and modern technology. The Mossberg
510 Mini Super Bantam offers young hunters a rugged, highly functional PumpAction Shotgun at a
value price. The 510 Mini is basically a Model 500 pump shotgun scaled down for youth and
smallerframed shooters.

The Mossberg 510 Mini Super Bantam offers young hunters a rugged, highly functional PumpAction
Shotgun at a value price. The 510 Mini is basically a Model 500 pump shotgun scaled down for youth
and smallerframed shooters. ZUO Magazine Racks A10708 Our charming magazine rack doubles as
a side table. The wire Vshaped bin stows magazine and books securely. The silver antiqued finished
top will hold a drink or a decorative object. Finish Antique; Materials Steel. SpecificationsOverall
Product Dimensions 20.1 H x 20.9 W x 16.1 D; Overall Product Weight 3 lbs. The Remington
Universal Magazine Cap with Swivel Stud replaces any traditional magazine cap to provide a
convenient, gunslingstyle unit. It fits models 870, 1100, 1187 in 20 gauge shotguns. ZUO Magazine
Racks A11491 Get on the grid with this modern magazine rack. Its perforated metal body has a
subtle flair and is finished in lux gold. Attached handle in contrasting black makes it easy to
transport. A statement piece for your living room or office. Finish GoldMaterial
SteelSpecificationsOverall Product Dimensions 17.9 H x 15.7 W x 10.4 DOverall Product Weight 3
lbs. The Acrylic 3 Pocket Magazine Display features three, clear plastic pockets that each hold up to
2 of printed material. Compartment Capacity 2 per pocket. Finished Product Dimensions 9 W x 10 D
x 15 H. The clear acrylic magazine display comes with removable dividers for pamphlets. Ships fully
assembled. The Gamo Swarm 10X QuickShot Rotary Magazine allows for fastoading and reloading
as well as safe unloading of the Swarm Maxxim air rifle. The magazine holds 10 pellets in a rotary
design for reliable feeding.Furniture of America Magazine Racks SYY1686C17 Easily keep all of your
magazines arranged easily for display and access on this convenient rack. The sturdy metal frame
angles down and then curves in a sled design to offer stable support for the piece.

A unique fabric shelf gently loops down between each of the metal posts, creating a threetiered shelf
area for your reading material. With its metal finished in rose gold and the fabric pouches in black,
this is a stunning accent piece perfect for any home.Coaster End Tables 4501 This accent table
uniquely offers both an attached brass lamp and a builtin magazine rack, a perfect choice for avid
readers. Finished in a warm brown, this compact accent table has a rounded top for surface storage,
while its magazine rack offers a touch of style with a spindled front. The brass lamp also features a
traditional cream lamp shade. Traditional style; Solid Rubberwood and MDF; Oval table top; Lower



magazine storage; Mounted table lamp. SpecificationsOverall Product Dimensions 52.5” H x 15.75”
W x 23.75” D. The TAPCO Mini14 Gen II Magazine features aggressive grooves for grip, heavyduty
spring, antitilt follower, and textured floor plate. Holds 30 rounds of.223 ammo. Please refine your
search. Learn how you can enable Javascript. If your FFL dealer has been forced to close, has
voluntarily closed or if your state has enacted restrictions affecting the transfer of firearms, you may
not be able to complete your firearm transfer. You must contact your FFL dealer before ordering to
ensure they are open for business and able to perform the transfer. While MidwayUSA continues to
sell and ship firearms to all FFL dealers who are open for business if your FFL dealer is not open or
is unwilling to accept your gun shipment, we may be forced to cancel your gun order. The retail
business environment is changing every day, in some cases hour by hour. MidwayUSA is doing its
very best to get every order to our Customers quickly, while at the same time complying with all
legal requirements. To ensure we operate within the law, we are having to change processes rapidly.

We are very sorry for any inconvenience you may experience and assure you we will resume regular
business operations as soon as possible. Thanks for your business and loyalty! One Time Offers have
limited quantities available and usually once they are sold out, they are not offered again.All
firearms must ship to a valid FFL Dealer and cannot be changed or cancelled after they are placed.
If your order contains a handgun which ships from MidwayUSA, the handgun, and any additional
firearms shipping from MidwayUSA on the same order, must ship Second Day Air. If your order does
not contain a handgun which ships from MidwayUSA, any shotguns, rifles, actions or receivers
shipping from MidwayUSA will ship via UPS Ground. The Supplier determines shipping methods for
firearms which ship from a Supplier. Shipping charges for firearms are calculated separately from
other products on your order and will incur a separate Per Order charge. Firearms cannot be
returned to MidwayUSA; please contact the manufacturer for warranty claims. Firearms refused by
the FFL Dealer or which cannot be transferred due to a failed background check will be subject to a
10% restocking fee.For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov. You can learn more about
the cookies we use and why we use them by viewing our Privacy Policy. By continuing to use our
site, you accept our use of cookies. We can not cancel or update orders after they have been placed.
When purchasing a firearm, please verify with your local dealer they are still accepting transfers
many retail gun stores have been directly impacted over the past few months. We appreciate your
business and patience during this time. Please enter a valid email address Thank you.Each of our
warehouses individually price their products and prices may vary by warehouse. Firearms typically
ship within 3 business days after payment and a valid FFL is received. All of our inventory is
available for online purchase only.

Please verify the item by reading the complete description before purchasing.All ammunition sales
are final. If purchasing ammunition or magazines you agree that you are 21 years of age. It must be
in brand new condition and unopened. The return must be approved within 7 days of delivery. If
your order requires manual review the shipping date may be delayed Typically we flag orders for
manual verification if the billing and shipping address do not match, we need an ID on file to ship
the order, or if the order is from a first time customer for a large amount. We will contact you
promptly to verify your order or request an ID. Please feel free to contact us in advance to verify the
order. We thank you for your business and assistance. We need your License To Carry and Driver’s
License. No magazines over 10 rounds No Starter Pistols We ship ammunition to your residence We
ship ammunition to your residence and FFL dealer depending on your zipcode You can do this by
checking your state’s particular rules or simply ask a local gun dealer. Each state’s rules vary and
some states restrict not only who may purchase and possess a handgun, but what particular models
are permitted for such possession within that state. Step 2 If the firearm is legal in your state then
you can make your purchase online. Step 4 Once the FFL has been received from your dealer, your
firearm will ship within 5 7 business days. Step 5 Once your firearm ships you will receive an email
with the tracking information and you can track your package online.MOSS 95702 MAG 702



PLINKSTER 22 10RD Mfg Item Num 95702 Model Number 702 Plinkster. View pictures by removing
card and placing into an SDcompatible computer TV. CaliberColor. Black. Action Type. Pump.
Exclusivity. TALO Product. Capacity.
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